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Chenavari brings in
senior manager
Recently launched Chenavari Credit
Partners has hired Washington
Square portfolio manager Demian
Brasil, according to official sources.
Brasil is understood to be joining
Chenavari as a senior portfolio manager with a focus on emerging markets and high yield corporate credits.
He will be responsible for money
from managed accounts secured by
the firm and will also act as portfolio
manager on the Chenavari Credit
Dislocation Fund, expected to launch
later this year.
Sources say Brasil will work
closely with Chenavari’s Malek Meslemani, who focuses on exotic credit.
The company was set up by former
credit markets head at Calyon, Loïc
Fery, and Calyon’s correlation trading
head Sofiane Gharred.
Brasil brings 10 years experience
of managing emerging market and
high yield credits. At Washington
Square he ran a relative value credit
opportunity fund and an emerging
market dedicated fund, and was
co-portfolio manager for the firm’s
global corporate synthetic CDOs.

Ex-Calyon team set to go live with
Chenavari Dislocation Fund

A

high-profile credit fund manager –
means the company is expected to have a
Chenavari Credit Partners – is understood bigger headcount of analysts than is typical for
to be on the point of launching. The com- a hedge fund trading exotic credit derivatives.
pany was set up by former credit markets head
Chenavari is thought to be in the process of hirat Calyon Loïc Fery and Calyon’s correlation
ing a number of corporate credit analysts.
trading head Sofiane Gharred.
Sources familiar with the
The company is expected to
company point to several other
launch its first credit fund this
ways in which it will seek to difmonth. It is believed that the fund
ferentiate itself from other fund
will be known as the Chenavari
managers.
Credit Dislocation Fund. It will not
For example, the manager
be a distressed credit fund but
will seek to keep the number of
will look to take advantage of the
positions it has on at any one
current dislocation in the credit
time to no more than a dozen to
markets, say sources familiar
avoid using up capital. Although
with the strategy.
hedge fund managers have
The fund is understood to
complained frequently about the
target a return in the range of
cost of unwinding positions in
12-15% a year with low volatility, Fery: co-founder with Gharred an illiquid market, sources say
and does not have the “side
that Chenavari’s approach will
pockets” seen in other recent funds that allow
be to close out positions wherever possible,
the manager to park hard-to-value positions in
even if this brings some cost.
special buckets.
The company is reported to have hired a
The company’s main focus is understood
number of senior officials who have recently
to be fundamental credit research, which will
left Calyon, including Malek Meslemani, a
inform its views on specific idiosyncratic risks.
trader who reported to Gharred, and structurer
These views will lead to a variety of trading
Vincent Pasquotti. There are also rumours that
strategies including correlation trading, but
former head of credit structuring at Calyon,
also relative value trades in indices and single
Rayas Richa, will join.
names.
Chenavari is said to have made significant
However, the fundamental research focus
investments in technology.
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Fund manager hires senior credit analyst
Chenavari Credit Partners, the firm set up by former
Calyon credit markets head Loïc Fery, has hired Atif
Malik as a senior corporate credit analyst. It is thought
he will focus on high yield credits.
Malik joins from BlackRock’s London-based leveraged finance team, where he was a senior high yield
and leveraged loan analyst. He brings ten years experi-

ence in corporate fundamental analysis and five years
specific to credit and relative value. He was responsible for setting up BlackRock’s leveraged finance
operation in 2007 and identified trade ideas within a
broad array of relative value, arbitrage, event driven
and directional trades using bonds, loans, CDS, LCDS
and indices

